In this paper, a full-duplex (FD) transmitter cooperative scheme is proposed to improve the achievable rate for multiple access channels (MACs). In the proposed scheme, by leveraging the FD amplifyand-forward (AF) protocol, two FD transmitters send their own signals and forward the received signals from their counterparts to the receiver, which adopts both the forward and backward decoding schemes to decode the source messages. First, the analyses of the equivalent channel model and the statistics of the accumulated additive white Gaussian noise and residual self-interference (ANRI) caused by imperfect self-interference cancellation are performed. Then, the achievable rate regions are obtained by utilizing both the forward and backward decoding schemes, and a two-stage iterative algorithm is proposed to characterize these regions: in each iteration, the covariance matrix of the ANRI is first updated; then, for the fixed covariance matrix of the ANRI, the transmission parameters of the two transmitters are calculated by a two-step iterative algorithm based on the parametric Dinkelbach algorithm, sequential convex programming (SCP), and semidefinite relaxation (SDR). The numerical results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the half-duplex cooperative scheme and conventional MAC scheme without cooperations when the channels between the two transmitters are in good condition.
I. INTRODUCTION
By treating cooperative transmitters as a virtual antenna array, cooperative communication has attracted extensive attention as it can potentially improve network throughput and reliability. Currently, there are various cooperative schemes that are being studied under different channel models, such as relay channels [1] , [2] and cooperative multiple access channels (CMAC) [3] - [12] . As a promising application of CMAC in cellular networks, mobile users can cooperatively send messages to the base station, which results in a larger achievable rate region and lower outage probability [7] .
In general, the cooperation of CMAC can be divided into two categories: out-of-band communications and in-band full-duplex (FD) communications. In the first category, the source transmitters exchange messages with each other through conferencing links that have limited capacity and are orthogonal to the channels between the transmitters and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Cesar Vargas-Rosales . receiver. Willems [3] studied the scenario where two transmitters cooperated with each other by utilizing the out-ofband capacity-limited channels, i.e., conferencing links. In [4] and [5] , the two transmitters obtained messages from each other over two code-division multiple access (CDMA) codes to formulate a common message and transmit it to the receiver over the third CDMA code to achieve higher diversity. In [6] , the transmitters cooperated with each other through two different frequency bands to transmit the common message over a third band. Besides, in the CMAC of [7] , the time-division duplex (TDD) transmitters exchanged their messages over two different time phases and transmitted over a third time phase, and the phase lengths as well as the powers of signals were used as the optimization variables to maximize the sum rate.
Unlike the CMAC with half-duplex (HD) transmitters, the FD transmitters in the CMAC can send messages and listen to each other simultaneously over the same frequency band. Kaya and Ulukus in [8] adopted the cooperation scheme in [4] to the CMAC with FD transmitters and obtained the achievable rate region approximatively through a numeric algorithm based on the KKT condition and subgradient search. Mesbah and Davidson in [9] obtained the closed-form expression of the achievable rate region in [8] . Moreover, the authors in [10] extended the CMAC with two single-antenna transmitters in [8] to the CMAC with several multiple-antenna FD transmitters. In [11] , the authors extended the optimal power allocation problem of the CMAC with a single carrier in [4] to multiple carriers and obtained the corresponding achievable rate region. In all the aforementioned CMAC with FD transmitters, perfect self-interference cancellation is generally assumed, and neglecting the residual self-interference (RSI) leads to overestimated channel capacity [12] . Thus, it is necessary to consider the impact of RSI in CMAC. Moreover, CMAC with FD-AF transmitters have not been studied in the existing works.
In this paper, a FD-AF transmitter cooperative scheme is proposed to increase the achievable rate of the MAC. In particular, the nonideal interference cancellation ability is considered when characterizing the achievable rate region and obtaining the corresponding transmission parameter. The transmitter cooperation is based on in-band FD communications: the two transmitters synchronously transmit and receive signals at the same frequency band; conferencing and transmitter-receiver links use the same frequency band. Under this setup, because analog signal processing in the AF transmitters is much simpler than that in DF, the transmitters adopt the AF protocol in this work. The two transmitters are also able to talk to each other and at the same time that the RSI hinders these talks. Thereafter, each transmitter has the signals of the both transmitters, which is viewed as a common signal, and the common signal from the two transmitters is coherently added at the receiver. Moreover, the RSI in each transmission cannot be cancelled by the AF scheme and accumulates over time, which needs to be taken into account for optimal power allocation. In particular, each of the transmitters send their own signal and receive the signal from the cooperative counterpart simultaneously at the first step; then, the inference is cancelled and the signal of the cooperative counterparts are sent to the receiver together with their own signals. The received signal at the receiver is composed of the signals from both the transmitters at the current and previous time slots.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) When the power of RSI is linearly proportional to the power of the self interference, the asymptotic statistics of the ANRI converges to a constant depending on the transmission parameters as the time approaches infinity. Under the stationary state, we computed the covariance matrix of the ANRI. 2) We obtain the achievable rate regions of the proposed cooperation scheme for CMAC by solving two nonconvex optimization problems using a two-stage iteration algorithm: First, update the covariance matrix of the ANRI, and the transmission parameters for the two transmitters are then calculated by a two-step iterative algorithm based on the parametric Dinkelbach algorithm, sequential convex programming (SCP), and semidefinite relaxation (SDR) for the fixed covariance matrix of the ANRI. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model. In section III, we present the statistics of the ANRI, obtain the achievable rate regions of the two decoding schemes, and propose an algorithm to obtain the transmission parameters. Section IV presents the simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section VII.
Notation: log(x) denotes the base-2 logarithm. x * denotes the conjugate of a complex number x. X T , X H , Tr(X), and Rank(X) denote the transpose, conjugate transpose, trace, and rank of matrix X, respectively. diag(x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) denotes the diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements x 1 , · · · , x n . adiag(x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) denotes the antidiagonal matrix with the off-diagonal elements x 1 , · · · , x n . X 0 means X is a positive semidefinite matrix. X ⊗ Y represents the Kronecker product of X and Y.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
This work considers the MAC system where two FD nodes cooperate with each other to transmit signals to a common receiver. As shown in Fig. 1 , each node is capable of simultaneously transceiving signals over the same frequency band. Hence, Node 1 can receive its counterpart Node 2's signal and its own transmitted signal, which is known as self-interference (SI) that needs to be cancelled [12] . The transmitted signal from Node 1 is a composition of Node 1's intended signal for the common receiver and Node 2's signal received by Node 1. A similar operation occurs at Node 2. Table I , where Nodej denotes the cooperative counterpart of Node j. At the initial slot, the transmitted signal t j (1) from Node j is its own signal x j (1), i.e., t j (1) = x j (1) . At the same time, owing to FD operation, Node j receives the desired signal t¯j(1) from Nodej, self-interference t j (1), and circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) noise z j (1) at Node j, i.e., r j (1) = t j (1) + t¯j(1) + z j (1) . Note that the power SI t j (1) is stronger than that of the desired signal t¯j(1) and needs to be cancelled. Owing to nonideal factors, such as phase noise of the amplifiers [13] , the two nodes do not cancel the SI perfectly. After SI cancellation, the residual signal is given as y j (1) = x¯j(1) +ŷ j (1), where x¯j(1) is the signal from Nodej andŷ j (1) is the ANRI. Then, Node j amplifies and forwards the residual signal y j (1) to form a common signal with x j (1) . Owing to the AF protocol at the two nodes, the term ANRIŷ j (1) is in the ANRI of all the time slots. This leads to accumulation of the RSI and additive noise. At the end of the 1-st slot, Node j can only cancel the SI t j (1) . At the 2-nd slot, Node j sends its own signals x j (1) and x j (2) to the 1-st slot and 2-nd slot, and the residual signal y j (1). The signals x 1 (1) and x 2 (1) may be coherently added at the receiver by designing suitable transmission parameters. In the remainder of this section, the detailed signal model is introduced.
The information transmission process is shown in

A. TRANSMISSION AT NODES
At the i-th slot, Node j sends signal t j (i) to its counterpart Nodej and the receiver. The signal from Node j is a weighted sum of Node j's own signals x j (i) at the current slot and x j (i − 1) at the previous slot, and signal y j (i − 1) received and processed at the (i − 1)-th slot. At the i-th slot, the transmit signal t j (i) at Node j is given as
where w j1 , w j2 , and w j3 are the power parameters to be designed in this work. The signal x j (i) has unit power, i.e., E |x j (i)| 2 = 1. The power of signal y j (i) is given as p j (i). The transmission power at Node j satisfies the maximum power budget constraint, i.e.,
where P j is the maximal transmission power of Node j.
B. RECEPTION AT NODES
Node j receives the signals from both the nodes, and the received signal at Node j is given as
where h¯j j is the channel coefficient from Nodej to Node j, h j is the SI channel coefficient of Node j, and z j (i) is the CSCG noise at Node j with zero mean and variance σ 2 j . Substituting (1) into (3), the received signal r j (i) is written as
with
where x¯j(i) comes from Node j's counterpart, r I 1 j (i) is the SI, signals r I 2 j (i) and r I 3 j (i) are composed of the signals x j (i − 1) and x¯j(i − 1) of Node j and Nodej, respectively, and r N j (i) is composed of ANRIŷ¯j(i − 1).
C. SI CANCELLATION AT NODES
Each node cancels the SI from its received signal. In (4), r I 1 j (i) is the SI due to the FD operation at Node j. Generally, r I 1 j (i) is imperfectly cancelled [13] . r I 2 j (i) actually comes from the signal x j (i − 1) of Node j as (6) . Because the state information of cooperative channels h jj and h¯j j , i.e., the designed parameters w¯j 3 and w j1 are assumed to be known by Node j, r I 2 j (i) is completely cancelled. r I 3 j (i) comes from the signal x¯j (i − 1) that is included in the processed signal y j (i−1) at the (i−1)th slot. Thus, r I 3 j (i) can be estimated and partially cancelled. Then, the signal y j (i) after the cancellation is composed of Nodej's message x¯j(i) and ANRIŷ j (i), i.e., y j (i) = h¯j j w¯j 1 x¯j (i) +ŷ j (i),
whereŷ j (i) includes the RSIr I 1 j (i), residual interference from r I 3 j (i), ANRIŷ¯j(i − 1) at the previous slot, and CSCG noise z j (i), i.e.,ŷ
The RSIr I 1 j (i) is modeled as CSCG noise with zero mean and variance |h j | 2 P s j [2] , where h j is the RSI parameter that indicates the SI cancellation ability at Node j and P s j is the power of signal t j (i). The interference r I 3 j (i) can be estimated as w¯j 2 y j (i − 1) /w¯j 1 and is partially cancelled by subtracting w¯j 2 y j (i − 1) /w¯j 1 . Thus, the residual interferencer I 3 j (i) in (10) is given aŝ
Thus, after SI cancellation, the signal y j (i) is given as (12) where a j = −w¯j 2 /w¯j 1 . From (10) and (11), ANRIŷ j (i) is recursively defined aŝ
According to (13) , ANRIŷ j (i) accumulates over time, and the accumulation speed of ANRI power depends on the parameters a j and h¯j j w¯j 3 .
D. RECEPTION AT RECEIVER
The receiver receives the signals from Node 1 and Node 2, i.e.,
where z(i) is the CSCG noise at the receiver with zero mean and variance σ 2 , and h jd is the channel coefficient from Node j to the receiver. By substituting (1) into (13), the received signal r(i) is rewritten as
By substituting (9) into (15), we obtain
with d j = h jd w j1 , e j = h jd w j2 + h¯j d w¯j 3 h jj w j1 , f j = h jd w j3 . To achieve the achievable rate region from information theory, typicality decoding [14] is adopted, which is the same scheme used in works about CMAC [4]- [11] . Remark 1: According to (16) , the received signal r(i) is divided into the signals from the two nodes at the current and previous slots, and interference and noise terms. As two slot signals are added, the corresponding channel model is actually a two-tap MAC that requires more complex decoding than that of the single-tap MAC. Further, owing to the one-block delay, it takes N time slots to transmit N − 1 messages. In this work, we focus on the average achievable rate over N time slots when N approaches infinity, and the one-block delay is ignored. Moreover, in the next section, it will be clarified that the second order statistics of the ANRI approaches a constant as i and N approach infinity. Thus, the achievable rate converges to a constant.
III. ACHIEVABLE RATE REGIONS
In this section, the asymptotic statistics of ANRI are first calculated. Based on the statistics of ANRI, the achievable rate regions for the forward and backward decoding schemes are analyzed.
A. STATISTICS OF ANRI
In this subsection, the second order statistics of ANRI at the stationary when N approaches infinity are deduced. According to (13) , the ANRI vector, which is defined asŶ(i) = ŷ 1 (i),ŷ 2 (i) T , is written aŝ
where
and
The general formula ofŷ j (i) can be derived from (13) as follows.
According to the independence among signals x j (i), x j (i − 1), x¯j(i − 1), and ANRIŷ(i − 1), the covariance matrix of c(i) is obtained as the following lemma.
Lemma 3: The covariance matrix of vector c(i) is given as
Based on Lemma 2, the following proposition is obtained. Proposition 4: The covariance of ANRIŶ(i) can be recursively given as (23), as shown at the bottom of this page, where D 1 is given as (24), as shown at the bottom of this page.
Proof: Please see Appendix A.
According to Proposition 4, the covariance of ANRI is given by the following proposition. Proposition 5: When the absolute value of the eigenvalue of B is less than 1, i.e.,
i and k → ∞, the covariance of ANRIŶ(i) in (19) can be given as (27), as shown at the bottom of this page, where D 2 is given as (28), as shown at the bottom of this page. Proof: Please see Appendix B. According to Proposition 5, the total power constraint of these two nodes can be explicitly reformulated. According to (9) , the power of signal y j (i) is given as
By substituting (29) into (2), the transmission power constraint when the time slot i tends to infinity is given as (30), as shown at the bottom of this page, where lim i→∞ E(|ŷ 1 (i)| 2 ) and lim i→∞ E(|ŷ 2 (i)| 2 ) are the 1-st and 4-th elements of the vector in (27). The source power region is defined as
(31)
B. FORWARD AND BACKWARD DECODING
According to the signal model in (16) , the optimal decoding scheme at the receiver is to restore N -time slot messages in the buffer and to decode all the messages jointly. Owing to the exponential increase in computational complexity with N , optimal decoding is not affordable when N tends to infinity. We then consider the sequential decoding scheme. When decoding the messages of the two nodes of the i-th slot, the received signals r(i) and r(i + 1) contain messages x 1 (i) and x 2 (i). Therefore, to sufficiently use these signals, the messages of the two nodes are decoded from r(i) and r(i + 1).
x k (i − 1) or x k (i + 1) is viewed as interference depending on the decoding order. Thus, the forward and backward decoding schemes are proposed to decode the signals from Node 1 and Node 2 at the receiver.
• Forward decoding: The forward decoding decodes the signals from the 1-st slot to the N -th slot sequentially, and the receiver only needs to store two slot signals.
Taking the operations of decoding the signals x 1 (i) and x 2 (i) at the i-th slot as an example, the forward decoding is explained. As the forward decoding decodes the signals sequentially, before decoding the signals x 1 (i) and x 2 (i), the signals of Node 1 and Node 2 from the 1-st slot to the (i − 1)-th slot are already decoded. At the i-th slot, the received signal r(i) at the receiver includes the signals x 1 (i − 1) and x 2 (i − 1), which are already known to the receiver and can be cancelled from the received signal. At the (i + 1)-th slot, the received signal r(i + 1) at the receiver includes the signals x 1 (i+1) and x 2 (i+1), which are unknown to the receiver and can be regarded as noise. Thus, the receiver decodes x 1 (i) and x 2 (i) from the signal model in (32), as shown at the bottom of this page, which is a MAC model.
• Backward decoding: The backward decoding scheme stores all the received signals, r(1), · · · , r(N ) at the receiver, and then decodes the signals from the N -th slot to the 1-st slot in reverse order. The operations of
decoding the signals x 1 (i) and x 2 (i) at the i-th slot are given as follows. As the backward decoding decodes the signals in reverse, before decoding the signals x 1 (i) and x 2 (i), the signals of Node 1 and Node 2 from the (N −1)th slot to the (i + 1)-th slot are already decoded. At the (i + 1)-th slot, the received signal r(i + 1) at the receiver includes the signals x 1 (i + 1) and x 2 (i + 1), which are known to the receiver and can be cancelled from the received signal. At the i-th slot, the received signal r(i) at the receiver includes the signals x 1 (i−1) and x 2 (i−1), which are unknown to receiver and are regarded as noise. Thus, the receiver decodes x 1 (i) and x 2 (i) from the signal model in (33), as shown at the bottom of the previous page, which is also a MAC model. Remark 6: According to (32) and (33), the equivalent signal model of forward and backward decoding have the same useful signal channel coefficients except for the additional noise terms, which imply that these two decoding schemes have different performance. Besides, the transmission parameters w j1 , w j2 , and w j3 are included in the equivalent channel coefficients and the additional noise terms, and we can optimize the rate pair by choosing appropriate transmission parameters.
C. ACHIEVABLE RATE REGIONS
For the forward and backward decoding, the equivalent models are formulated as conventional SIMO MAC without cooperation in (32) and (33). Thus, according to the results for SIMO MAC [15] , the rates of Node 1 and Node 2 satisfy the following proposition.
Proposition 7: The rate R 1 of Node 1 and the rate R 2 of Node 2 satisfy
where w j = w j1 , w j2 , w j3 , F (w 1 , w 2 ) = det Q,
and Q is the covariance matrix of the additive noise in (32) and (33). Without introducing uncertainty, the superscripts f and b of Q are ignored and will be added when specifying forward or backward decoding. For the forward decoding, it follows that
and for the backward decoding, it follows that
The achievable rate regions of the forward and backward decoding schemes are defined as
The rate regions are determined by these regions' edges, and each point on these edges can be obtained by setting rate R 1 of Node 1 to be constant and by maximizing the other node's rate. Thus, the rate regions of both decoding schemes are formulated as the optimization problem as follows:
As all constraints are nonconvex, Problem (P1) is nonconvex [16] .
IV. ALGORITHM
Herein, an iterative method is adopted to solve Problem (P1) as follows: 1) For given E Ŷ (i)Ŷ(i) H and E Ŷ (i)Ŷ(i − 1) H , optimize the transmission parameters; in this step, the optimization problem with fractional form is transformed into the problem with subtractive-form. Then, the problem is formulated as a differential convex problem with a rand-one constraint. Finally, the problem is solved by applying SDR. 2) Update E Ŷ (i)Ŷ(i) H and E Ŷ (i)Ŷ(i − 1) H by substituting the transmission parameters in Proposition 4.
A. OPERATION ON OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
According to the property at the optimal point of Problem (P1), Problem (P1) can be formulated as an optimal problem with fractional subjection.
Proposition 8: Problem (P1) can be reformulated as
Proof: Constraints (34) and (35) can be reformulated as
As R 2 is only included in the constraints (42) and (43), R 2 is bounded by (42) and (43). Thus, 2 R 2 is equivalent to
According to [17] , Problem (P2) is equivalent to finding t * of the following equation:
where S is the feasible set of Problem (P2), and the left hand side of (44) is written as Problem (P3) with t = t * . Moreover, the solution of (44) can be obtained by the parametric Dinkelbach algorithm. The iterative algorithm includes two steps in each iteration: first, for fixed t, solve the problem (P3); then, update t using the solution to Problem (P3) as
This algorithm is convergent owing to the fact that t is increasing at each step. The detailed proof can be found in [17] .
(P3) max
B. SIMPLIFICATION OF PROBLEM (P3)
According to (36)-(37), the transmission parameters of the two nodes are coupled together. Thus, a two-stage iterative method is adopted to solve Problem (P3). During one iteration, at first, we fix the variable vector w 1 and optimize w 2 ; then, fix the variable vector w 2 and optimize w 1 . Without loss of generality, we optimize w j with fixed w¯j. Owing to spatial limitations, we only take the backward decoding as example to clarify how to solve Problem (P3). The achievable rate region for forward decoding can be solved in the same manner.
For the convenience of discussion, the new variables are defined as follows:
Substituting (46)-(50) into (36), (36) can be rewritten in quadratic form as (51), as shown at the bottom of this page, where
Similarly, f 2 w j1 , w j2 = F 2 w j1 , w j2 − tF w j1 , w j2 and f 3 w j1 , w j2 = 2 −R 1 F 3 w j1 w j2 − tF w j1 , w j2 can be rewritten as quadratic form. The power constraints can be rewritten as
Problem (P3) can be reformulated as
In this optimal problem, we set w j2 = w j3 , 1 = w j3 , α to homogenize the inhomogeneous power and rate constraints. According to [18] , the extra variable α satisfies |α| 2 = 1. Problem (P4) is equivalent to Problem (P3) owing to the fact that if w j3,1 and α 1 are the optimal w j3 and α of Problem (P4), then w j3,1 α * 1 is the optimal w j3 of Problem (P3). Thus, two new matrices are introduced as follows:
It can be observed that equation (68) holds if and only if rank-1 constraints, i.e., rank W j1 = 1 and rank W j2 = 1 hold. Hence, the optimal problem can be rewritten as
where, according to (63) and (64), the power region P 0 is given as (69), as shown at the bottom of this page, f 1 W j1 , W j2 is given as (70), as shown at the bottom of this page. f 2 W j1 , W j2 and f 3 W j1 , W j2 can be given similarly. For conciseness, the detailed form is not given here. Owing to the existence of the eigenvalue constraint, rank-1 constraint, and the cross terms of the quadratic form in the rate constraints, Problem (P5) is a nonconvex problem. To make this problem tractable, we transform these constraints into convex constraints.
C. OPERATION ON EIGENVALUE CONSTRAINT
In this subsection, the eigenvalue constraint (26) is formulated as two quadratic constraints according to a sufficient condition. Proposition 9: The constraint max(|λ(B)|) < 1 can be approximated by
The plausibility of the method is deduced here. The above approximation can be a sufficient condition of constraint |λ max (B)| < 1 by adjusting the parameters. For example,
where κ is the condition number of matrix A's eigenmatrix; then, the eigenpolynomial of A is given as λ 2 + bλ + c = 0. The eigenvalue of A is bounded by inequalities as follows: 
According to the Perturbation theorem of a matrix [19] , the inequality max(|λ(B)|) < 1 holds. To reserve the major part of the feasible set, the constraint (73) is relaxed as (71) and (72) that introduces same reasonable infeasible points (according to Fig. 2, (71) and (72) approach the eigenvalue constraint well). An example is provided here to describe this issue. By choosing w 12 = 8.0160, w 13 = −0.1091, w 21 = 0.0828, w 22 = −0.1105, w 23 = 0.1680, P j = 20 dB, h 12 = h 21 = 10, the feasible set of w 11 under constraint max(|λ(B)|) < 1 and (63) is given as A ∪ B, the feasible set of w 11 under constraints (63), (71), and (72) is given as B ∪ C in Fig. 2 . It is obvious that the proposed approximation will lose a part of the feasible set and introduce other parts of the infeasible set. Thus, the solution to Problem (P5) is suboptimal or infeasible under certain cases. We deal with the drawbacks in section IV.E. The eigenvalue constraint (26) is approximated as two constraints (71) and (72). To make constraint (71) tractable when the convex optimization method is adopted, both sides of (71) are squared as follows:
Constraint (78) can be formulated as two constraints with quadratic forms as follows: Tr Q b,j W j1 + 16 9 h¯j
where E 1 = diag (1, 0) and
Similarly, (72) can be rewritten as (82). (82), as shown at the bottom of this page, can be formulated in the quadratic form as (83), as shown at the bottom of this page, where 
It can be observed that there are cross terms of the quadratic constraints in (79) and (83), which will be discussed in the following section.
D. OPERATION ON MULTIPLE OF QUADRATIC FORM
To address the quadratic form Tr Q c,j,1 W j1 · Tr Q c,j,1 W j2 in (83), we use the equality as follows:
Then inequality (83) can be written as (84), as shown at the bottom of the previous page. The right-hand side of (84) is the sum of the convex and concave functions. According to [20] , this kind of constraint can be solved by sequential convex programming (SCP). SCP is an iterative method, and in each iteration, three steps are considered: First, convexify the problem by linearizing the concave parts of all constraints around the initial values in each iteration; then, solve the convex problem; finally, update the initial values with the solution. (84) is linearized as
where f T (W 1 , W 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 ) is given as (92), as shown at the bottom of this page, in which W 10 and W 20 are the initial values of W 1 and W 2 respectively. Similar to the operation on (83), (79) can be reformulated as
The right-hand side of (51) can be formulated as (94), as shown at the bottom of this page, where f (x) is defined as
can be convexified as (96) and (97), as show at the bottom of the next page. Thus, the optimal problem can be formulated as
where P 1 = W j1 , W j2 |(79), (91), (93) . Problem (P5) is still nonconvex since the rank-1 constraint rank W j1 = rank W j2 = 1 is nonconvex. Following the SDR approach, the convex problem is obtained by ignoring the rank-1 constraint of Problem (P5) as follows:
We can solve Problem (P6) by the interior-point algorithm [16] .
3) When the generated vector w ij does not satisfy the maximum power budget (30), rescale it as follows:
where U t is given as optimize the transmission parameters of the nodes until rate R 2 converges to a constant, as shown in Algorithm II. Without loss of generality, the initial point of the transmission parameters of all R 1 are set as the transmission parameters that maximize R 1 with R 2 = 0. When maximizing R 1 , the initial point is set as the case where Node 1 transmit its own signal with full power budget and Node 2 forwards Node 1's messages.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, numerical results are presented to show the rate region of the proposed scheme with forward and backward decoding. The maximal transmission powers of Node 1 and Node 2 are P 1 = P 2 = 20 dB. The powers of noise are σ 2 = σ 2 1 = σ 2 2 = 0 dB. The RSI parameters are set as |h 1 | 2 = |h 2 | 2 = 0.1. Here, we consider the symmetric case, i.e., h 12 = h 21 , |h 1d | = |h 2d |, and the phase of h 1d and h 2d are random variables with uniform distribution over [0, 2π ], and the amplitudes of the access channels are given as |h 1d | = |h 2d | = 0.1.
It should be noted that all the numerical results are the average of channel realizations when the sample number I is set to 100. The convex problem (P5) is solved by CVX [21] .
First, we verify the convergence of Algorithm II. We plot the rate of Node 2 over each iteration in Algorithm II when the rate of Node 1 is set to 1 bit/s/Hz. The cooperative channel coefficients h 12 and h 21 are set as 2. As shown in Fig. 3 , when the number of iterations is larger than 23, optimal R 2 with different initial point has the same convergence point. As shown in Fig. 4 , we plot the achievable rate regions for the forward and backward decoding schemes. The proposed scheme is compared with the HD CMAC in [6] and noncooperative MAC [14] . According to Fig. 4 , the proposed transmitter cooperate schemes extend the region compared to the HD CMAC and the conventional MAC channel without cooperation, and the backward decoding scheme performs better than the forward decoding scheme. Besides, it should be noted that the rate regions of both schemes are not a straight line. Thus, these rate regions cannot be achieved by time sharing. The maximal sum rates of these schemes are about 0.54 bits/s/Hz higher than those of the noncooperative MAC channel. Moreover, when R 2 is low or high, the backward decoding outperforms the forward decoding, while the forward decoding has the same performance as the backward decoding around the point when R 2 = 1.
As shown in Fig. 5 , we plot the rate of Node 2 versus the cooperative channel coefficient h 12 = h 21 . The SI channel parameter is set as |h 1 | 2 = |h 2 | 2 = 0.1, and the rate of Node 1 is set as R 1 = 1. According to Fig. 5 , the rate performance enhanced by the proposed schemes increases with the cooperative channel coefficient and outperform the HD CMAC when the cooperative channels are good. Besides, the backward decoding outperforms the forward decoding scheme over good cooperative channels. However, the forward decoding scheme performs better over poor cooperative channel.
As shown in Fig. 6 , we plot the rate of Node 2 versus RSI parameter |h 1 | 2 = |h 2 | 2 . The cooperative channel coefficients are set as |h 12 | = |h 21 | = 10, and the rate of Node 1 is set as R 1 = 1. According to Fig. 6 , the rate performance enhanced by the proposed schemes decreases with RSI parameter and is worse than HD CMAC over large RSI regions. Besides, the forward decoding outperforms the backward decoding over the low RSI region. According to (32) and (33), the original signal has interference on reception when forward decoding is adopted, and the cooperative signal has interference on the reception when backward decoding is adopted. As the two nodes allocate more power to transmit the cooperative signal over low RSI region or good cooperative channel, the noise power of forward decoding is less than that of backward decoding.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a FD AF transmitter cooperative communication scheme was proposed for MAC, where two FD transmitters simultaneously transmit information to a common receiver. In particular, the transmitters are able to transmit their own signals and forward their counterpart's signal with FD AF protocol to enhance the transmission performance. The equivalent channel of the proposed scheme was studied, especially, the statistics of the noise term which are ANRI at each transmitter caused by the cooperations scheme and RSI. Then, two decoding schemes, i.e., forward and backward decoding, were proposed, and their corresponding achievable rate regions were obtained by using two-stage iteration algorithm. Finally, the numerical results show the proposed scheme outperforms than the classic MAC.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
When i ≥ k, the covariance matrix is deducted as (100)-(103), as shown at the bottom of this page, where • (100) is obtained by substituting (17) into E Ŷ (i)Ŷ(k) H ; • (101) is due to the linearity of expectation operator;
• (102) is obtained by substituting (17) and (19) into (101);
Vec E Ŷ (i)Ŷ(i) H = A * ⊗ A + diag |h 1 | 2 |w 13 | 2 , 0, 0, |h 2 | 2 |w 23 | 2 i−1 Vec E Ŷ (1)Ŷ(1) H + i−2 n=0 A * ⊗ A + diag |h 1 | 2 |w 13 | 2 , 0, 0, |h 2 | 2 |w 23 | 2 n diag (g 1 , 0, 0, g 2 ) (106)
• (103) is due to the fact thatŶ(k −1) is independent from c(i) and c(k − 1) is independent of c(i) when i = k. Similarly, if i < k, then
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
When i = k, (23) can be vectorized as Vec E Ŷ (i)Ŷ(i) H = A * ⊗ A + diag |h 1 | 2 |w 13 | 2 , 0, 0, |h 2 | 2 |w 23 | 2 · Vec E Ŷ (i − 1)Ŷ(i − 1) H + diag (g 1 , 0, 0, g 2 ).
According to (105), the general term of the covariance matrix ofŶ(i) can be given as (106), as shown at the bottom of the previous page. According to [19] , when max(|λ(B)|) < 1 and i → ∞, the covariance matrix ofŶ(i) is given as (27). Similarly, when i = k, the covariance matrix ofŶ(i) can be given as (27) . 
